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NIGEL G. WRIGHT Senior Minister, Altrincham Baptist Church, Cheshire

Geoffrey Breed's My Ancestors Were Baptists has now appeared in a third edition (1995). Some additions have been made to the text but, more importantly, the appendices have been rewritten to take advantage of improved information available from the Public Record Office concerning the dating of registers, as also dates from registers which have been deposited there subsequent to the initial collection of registers in the 1830s. Three further appendices list Baptist registers/copies of the same held by the Libraries of the Society of Genealogists, the Gospel Standard Baptists, and the Strict Baptist Historical Society. The new edition, a tribute to Mr Breed's meticulous scholarship, now runs to just under 100 pages and is available from the Society of Genealogists, 14 Charterhouse Buildings, Goswell Road, London EC1M 7BA at £4-99, or £5-99 including postage and packing.
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dissenting groups and an implicit questioning of both state and Established Church which held to a Calvinism incapable of discerning the elect, instead embracing everyone in the commonwealth. Here was the root of the radicals' frustration at moral torpor in the body politic, apparently with the connivance of the ecclesiastical authorities. This is the context of Henry Hart's tendency to Pelagian views, the obscurantist mysticism of the Familists, and the apocalyptic millennarianism of John Champneys.

The theologies were inchoate. Restricted from freedom of expression without penalty, the protagonists resemble overlapping circles that intersect at different points: free-will, the Lollard tradition, Scriptural literalism and anti-intellectual views. Their affinities cannot disguise the difficulty of harmonizing their idiosyncrasies, which included heretical Christologies, proto-Baptist elements and an appeal to work out one's salvation that was easily tarred as Pelagian. They elude fixed categories. It would be helpful to know more of the narrative to take into account regional factors, the shifting focus of state policy, the change from Henry VIII to Elizabeth I via Edward and Mary. The radicals lived in times of fluctuating political and religious fortunes, when Puritans and Catholics in turn were persecuted. Was action against the free-willers part of a broader campaign by the authorities of the moment against all opponents of the political and religious establishment?

There is much valuable information and new discussion of the free-willers, yet the book really works better as studies in sixteenth-century Dissent. Sometimes the reader would love to know more and at times the text hurtles along at an alarming rate - the membership profile of the Family of Love is despatched in two pages and chapter 6 contains fourteen pages in seven sections. However, this work is a useful addition to the examination of an important transitional period, which is slowly being mapped, and Dr Pearse is a knowledgeable guide to this archipelago of dissent.
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Bring you own lunch - hot drinks provided. The cost is £5.00 - booking form with map from Stephen Copson (0121 350 2973) or turn up on the day.

Lectures: Dr Rod Ambler of Hull University on 'Church, Place and Organization: Development of the New Connexion of General Baptists in Lincolnshire', and the Revd Thornton Elwyn on 'Aspects of Eighteenth-Century Calvinistic Baptists in Northamptonshire'.